DESIGN OF THE LOW-SPEED NLF(1)-0414F AND THE HIGH-SPEED HSNLF(1)-0213 AIRFOILS WITH HIGH-LIFT SYSTEMS
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The Fluid Physics Branch (formerly Airfoil Aerodynamics Branch) at LaRC has been involved extensively in the design and testing of Natural Laminar-Flow (NLF) airfoils. The design of the NLF(1)-0414F was initiated in June of 1981 and completed in the summer of 1983 (ref. 1). This NLF airfoil was designed for low speed, having a low profile drag at high chord Reynolds numbers. When the wind tunnel experiment was completed in the spring of 1984 (ref. 2), a high lift system design for the NLF(1)-0414F was initiated.

The success of the low speed NLF airfoil work sparked interest in a high speed NLF airfoil applied to a single engine business jet with an unswept wing. Work began in the fall of 1984 on the two-dimensional airfoil design of HSNLF(1)-0213. The design of HSNLF(1)-0213 was conducted as a cooperative effort of several different groups at NASA LaRC with not only 2-D design but also extensive 3-D design and analysis of the wing's planform (ref. 3). Only the preliminary stages of the 2-D design will be discussed in the current paper (fig. 1). To make this single engine business jet successful, acceptable values of maximum lift had to be maintained to get the correct landing speed; therefore, work was also conducted on the 2-D flap design (ref. 4).

- Design of NLF(1)-0414F
- High lift system for NLF(1)-0414F
- Design of HSNLF(1)-0213
- High lift system for HSNLF(1)-0213

Figure 1
COMPARISON OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OF NLF(1)-0414F AND NACA 67-314

NLF(1)-0414F was designed iteratively using analysis computer codes. After going through the design study and obtaining experimental results, it is interesting to look at the comparison and contrast of NLF(1)-0414F with a similar NACA 6-series airfoil (fig. 2). NACA 67-314 was generated, using ref. 5, for the same incompressible $C_\infty$, at $\alpha = 0$, and maximum thickness as NLF(1)-0414F ($M = 0.4$ and $C_\ell = 0.461$). The favorable gradient regions are similar, although NLF(1)-0414F has slightly more acceleration on each surface. The upper surface acceleration of NLF(1)-0414F was optimized by the use of the flat spot in the pressure distribution at $x/c = 0.10$. The Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) disturbances are not amplified in this region, so the stabilizing effects of acceleration can be used further downstream when the TS disturbances are amplified. Concave type pressure recoveries are utilized on NLF(1)-0414F, while on the NACA 67-314, linear pressure recoveries are used. NLF(1)-0414F has a thicker, tailored leading edge than NACA 67-314. Also, a small chord trailing-edge (cruise) flap was utilized on NLF(1)-0414F and is crucial to the low drag performance.

In the summary of airfoil data (ref. 6), there is only one NACA 67-series airfoil, the NACA 67,1-215. There are no data above $R = 6 \times 10^6$, presumable because the higher Reynolds number data produced little laminar flow. There are some differences between the old NACA experiments and those conducted on NLF(1)-0414F which could make a difference on the performance of the two airfoils. The NACA tests were run with 2-foot chord models, which were at higher unit Reynolds numbers for the same chord Reynolds number as the 3-foot chord NLF(1)-0414F. Also the grit used to cause transition in the NACA tests was considerably larger and more extensive than needed to cause transition.
COMPARISON OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS OF NLF(1)-0414F & NACA 67-314
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Figure 2
The first and primary objective of the design project was to design a Natural Laminar-Flow (NLF) airfoil, for low speed applications that achieved significantly lower profile drag coefficients at cruise than existing NLF airfoils, but was still practical to use (fig. 3). This resulted in an exercise to design an airfoil with as extensive favorable gradients \( \frac{dp}{dx} < 0 \) as seemed practical without making the far aft pressure recoveries too severe. The airfoil was also designed for reasonably high chord Reynolds numbers, approximately 10 million.

To help lessen the severity of the far aft pressure recoveries with respect to separation, concave type pressure recoveries were utilized. A concave pressure recovery decelerates the flow when the boundary layer has the most energy, tapering the gradient of the deceleration downstream on the airfoil as the boundary loses energy. For off-design conditions, the possibility of utilizing boundary layer re-energizers or momentum redistributors was also examined as a means of alleviating the problem of turbulent separation in the pressure recovery.

To improve \( C_{\text{max}} \) performance, a thicker leading edge was utilized than is normally considered for airfoils with such extensive laminar flow operating at such high chord Reynolds numbers. It was known that this thick leading edge would limit the low drag \( C_{\chi} \) range on the bare airfoil with premature negative pressure peaks; however, the chance of a leading-edge type stall would be reduced. Also, Pfenninger’s earlier work (ref. 7) showed that the use of a small chord simple trailing-edge flap could be used to regain a respectable low drag \( C_{\chi} \) range. Deflection of this small chord flap, both positively and negatively, allows the conversion of lift due to angle of attack into lift due to flap deflection. By changing the lift at the design angle of attack, favorable gradients can be maintained on both surfaces simultaneously for a relatively wide range of lift coefficients.

When designing configurations for maximum cruise performance, one is inevitably led to flying as close to \( (L/D)_{\text{max}} \) as possible. This means increasing the wing loading and results in the need for greater maximum lift coefficients. The NLF(1)-0414F was designed with the intent of integrating it with a slotted Fowler flap arrangement and possibly even a Krueger flap to achieve high maximum lift coefficients.
NLF (1)-0414F DESIGN OBJECTIVES

- 70% chord natural laminar flow (NLF) on both surfaces at $\text{Re}_C = 10$ million

- Compromise some low drag $C_l$ range (at $\delta_f = 0^\circ$) to improve $C_{t_{\text{max}}}$ performance by thickening the leading edge

- Increase low drag $C_l$ range with a small chord trailing edge flap

- Implement concave pressure recovery to reduce the turbulent separation problem when transition occurs far forward on the airfoil. Also, possibly use some form of boundary layer re-energization or momentum redistribution

- Use of boundary-layer trips (tape, grit, bleed air, etc.) to eliminate laminar separation at lower Reynolds numbers, both in the rear pressure recovery and at the leading edge at high angles of attack

- Implementation of an efficient high lift system: slotted Fowler flaps and possibly a Krueger flap

Figure 3
LAMINAR BOUNDARY-LAYER STABILITY ANALYSIS

The first stage in the design was to conduct a linear stability analysis in the favorable pressure gradient region to check for the attainability of the 70% chord laminar flow. On a high Reynolds number NLF airfoil, enough acceleration is needed to attain the desired growth in TS disturbances. This acceleration essentially requires a geometry increase along the chord. Unfortunately, this increase is not the only consideration. The leading edge needs to be thick enough for acceptable $C_L$ max performance; however, the maximum thickness cannot be too great because of pressure recovery considerations.

A linear stability analysis was conducted on the inviscid pressure distribution (ref. 8) for the upper surface of NLF(1)-0414F at the design conditions $M = 0.4$, $C_L = 0.461$ and $R = 10 \times 10^6$ (fig. 4). The velocity profiles were calculated using the Kaups and Cebeci finite-difference code (ref. 9) and the TS amplification was calculated using the SALLY code (ref. 10). The design criterion for NLF(1)-0414F for maximum logarithmic amplification ($n$) was in the range of 9 to 10. The analyzed disturbance frequencies of 3000-3500 Hz were in this maximum amplified range. The locally higher growths after 70% chord are from the increased instability at the beginning of the steep pressure recovery.

![Figure 4](image-url)
Incompressible TS stability analysis with upper surface measured transition locations

Shown in figure 5 are three cases analyzed for TS amplification up to transition on the experimental data of the NLF(1)-0414F in the Langley Low-Turbulence Pressure Tunnel. These cases were for the upper surface at \( C_{\mu} \)'s ranging from 0.409-0.513. Correlating linear stability theory with transition data, \( n \) factors in the range of 11-12 were calculated for the three cases at \( M = .12 \) and \( R = 10 \times 10^6 \).

![Figure 5](image-url)
The next step in the design process was to reduce the problem of turbulent separation in the pressure recovery when transition occurred near the leading edge. The energy deficient turbulent boundary layer has to have enough energy to negotiate a steep aft pressure recovery. The first route in designing the turbulent pressure recovery was to make it concave in nature, $\frac{d^2 p}{dx^2} < 0$. This type of recovery decelerates the flow most at first when the boundary layer becomes more and more energy deficient. The pressure recovery was tailored using the growth in shape factor $H = \frac{\delta^*}{\theta}$. Schubauer and Spangenberg (ref. 11) found that for incompressible turbulent boundary layers the shape factor grows to a value of 2.0 at separation. Using the inviscid pressure distribution and the Harris finite-difference boundary layer code (ref. 12), the growth of $H$ was tailored through the pressure recovery. To get a gradual progression of separation at off design conditions, $H$ should grow continuously to a maximum value at the trailing edge. The $H$ distribution in the pressure recovery for NLF(1)-0414F in figure 6 shows the shape factor growing to a maximum value of 1.9 at $x/c = 0.875$ with a slight decrease to 1.825 at the trailing edge. It was felt that this offered some margin for down cruise flap deflections and was left as is.
Figure 7 shows the turbulent boundary layer analysis on the upper surface inviscid pressure distribution of the NACA 67-314 airfoil. The points shown represent the results of the boundary-layer solutions, and because of separation, the pressure distribution does not continue to the trailing edge. For the same conditions as NLF(1)-0414F ($M = 0.4$, $C_L = 0.461$, and $R = 10 \times 10^6$), turbulent boundary-layer separation occurred at $x/c = 0.90$ in the linear pressure recovery. The last correct solution calculated $H$ to be at a value of 1.83.
COMPARISON OF AIRFOIL LEADING EDGES

Extensive work was conducted in the design of the leading edge of the NLF(1)-0414F. Early in the design process a sharp leading-edge airfoil, DESB159 (fig. 8), was implemented to achieve an acceptable low drag $C_D$ range at $\delta_f = 0^\circ$. In the low drag range, this sharp leading edge helps suppress leading-edge negative pressure peaks. However, at high angles of attack this sharp leading edge causes large negative pressure peaks as a result of the centripetal forces $C_p = \frac{V^2}{R}$ needed to turn the air molecules around the corner. To obtain the leading edge of NLF(1)-0414F, thickness was superimposed on the airfoil profile merging with DESB159 at $x/c = 0.15-0.20$. Then the leading edge was tailored to reduce the negative pressure peaks. The design philosophy was to turn the flow when the velocity was low, allowing a smaller radius of curvature. The radius of curvature was then increased as the velocities grew. On both the DESB159 and NACA 67-314 profiles, the smallest radius of curvature is at the leading edge, where the smallest radius of curvature on the NLF(1)-0414F profile is on the lower surface.

Figure 8
COMPARISON OF INVISCID $C_{p_{\text{min}}}$

Figure 9, which is a plot of the inviscid $C_{p_{\text{min}}}$ as a function of $C_{g}$ shows how successful this tailoring of the leading edge was. At an inviscid $C_{g}$ of 1.8, NLF(1)-0414F had a $C_{p_{\text{min}}}$ of -8.5 as compared with a $C_{p_{\text{min}}}$ of -11.4 on DESB159. At an inviscid $C_{g}$ of 2.7, NLF(1)-0414F had a $C_{p_{\text{min}}}$ of -21.2 as compared with a $C_{p_{\text{min}}}$ of -30.3 for DESB159. The free-stream Mach number was 0.10.
Cruise Flap Deflection

Figure 10 illustrates the movement of the 12.5% chord cruise flap of NLF(1)-0414F deflection from $-10^\circ$ to $12.5^\circ$. The use of the cruise flap was crucial with the implementation of the thickened leading edge to achieve an acceptable $C_\ell$ range with low drag. The deflection of the cruise flap allows lift due to angle of attack to be converted into lift due to flap deflection by loading or unloading the aft section of the airfoil. With the use of this flap, different $C_\ell$'s can be achieved while still keeping the stagnation point near the leading edge and thereby keeping favorable gradients over the airfoil for a wide range of conditions.

Figure 10
DRAG POLAR WITH FLAP DEFLECTION

The drag polar of NLF(1)-0414F (fig. 11), at \( R = 10 \times 10^6 \) for \( \delta_f = -10^\circ \) to \( 12.5^\circ \), reflects the success of achieving a wide low drag \( C_d \) range with the use of the cruise flap. At \( \delta_f = 0^\circ \) there was a very narrow low drag \( C_d \) range with the very bottom of the bucket having a \( C_{d_{\text{min}}} \) of 0.0027 at \( C_l = 0.41 \). With a negative 10 degree flap deflection, the minimum drag was 0.0030 at \( C_l = 0.01 \). With a cruise flap deflection of 12.5\(^\circ\), the minimum profile drag was 0.0033 at a \( C_l \) of 0.81 yielding a L/D of 245. The use of the cruise flap yields an overall low drag \( C_l \) range of 0.80 at the high design chord Reynolds number of \( 10 \times 10^6 \).

FLAP DEFLECTION EFFECTS
\( M \leq 0.12 \quad R = 10.0 \times 10^6 \)

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{drag_polar.png}
\caption{Figure 11}
\end{figure}
A comparison of the experimental pressure distribution of NLF(1)-0414F at $M = 0.4$, $R = 10 \times 10^6$, and $\alpha = -1^\circ$ is compared with the theoretical pressure distribution calculated by the Korn-Garabedian potential flow analysis in Figure 12. There are favorable gradients on both surfaces up to the 70% chord location. The steep concave pressure recoveries of NLF(1)-0414F are also illustrated. There is a flat spot in the upper surface pressure distribution at $x/c = 0.15$. This resulted from the addition of thickness in the leading-edge region to improve $C_{p_{\text{max}}}$ performance. Results from the Tollmien-Schlichting boundary-layer stability analysis showed that this flat spot in the pressure distribution yielded a smaller disturbance growth than with a continuous acceleration in this region.

![Figure 12](image-url)
The section characteristics of NLF(1)-0414F at a chord Reynolds number of 10 million and $\delta_f = 0^\circ$ are shown in figure 13. The minimum profile drag coefficient was 0.0027 at $C_L = 0.41$. This profile drag is only 38% that of an unseparated fully turbulent airfoil. The maximum lift coefficient is 1.83 at $\alpha = 18.0^\circ$. With transition fixed at the leading edge the lift curve essentially repeated with $C_{\ell\text{max}}$ still 1.81. The pitching moment curve is unaffected with fixed transition. With the flow fully turbulent, the minimum profile drag coefficient is 0.0083, which is equal to that of normal unseparated turbulent airfoils.

Figure 13
COMPARISON OF GA AIRFOILS

Figure 14 is a comparison of the low drag bucket of NLF(1)-0414F with other NASA and NACA general aviation (GA) airfoils at $R = 6 \times 10^6$. The low drag bucket of NLF(1)-0414F represents the envelope of low drag buckets achieved with deflection of the cruise flap from $-10^\circ$ to $20^\circ$. Also, the NLF(1)-0215F airfoil's low drag bucket is the envelope of performance of the deflection of a cruise flap from $-10^\circ$ to $10^\circ$. This figure shows the much lower profile drag coefficients possible with the NLF(1)-0414F. The large increase in profile drag of the NLF(1)-0414F outside the low drag bucket at the higher $C_L$'s is a result of the steep aft pressure recoveries.
A multi-element high-lift flap system has been theoretically designed for the NLF(1)-0414F airfoil at a chord Reynolds number of 3 million and a free-stream Mach number of 0.15. The geometry consists of a main element, single-slotted Fowler flap or double-slotted Fowler flap (which retracts to form the single-slotted flap contour), and a Krueger flap. Both the leading- and trailing-edge high-lift systems have been integrated in a manner that still retains the action of a small chord trailing-edge cruise flap and implements as much as possible the original exterior profile contour of the NLF airfoil (fig. 15).

The main element has a chord of 0.896 with respect to the NLF airfoil chord of 1.0. The NLF contour is maintained over the entire extent of the upper surface, while on the lower surface, 70 percent of the contour is maintained before the cove region. Therefore, the 70 percent chord laminar-flow run on the upper and lower surface obtainable in the cruise condition is not disturbed.

The 28.1 percent chord single-slotted Fowler flap incorporates 10 percent of the airfoil's upper surface and 24 percent of the lower surface. The flap was designed not to exceed 30 percent of the airfoil's chord when it was retracted because the gap or step might cause transition.

The double-slotted Fowler flap was designed under the constraint that it would have the same outer contour as the single-slotted flap when retracted. The vane has a 15.81 percent chord, while the rear flap has a 16.52 percent chord (both based on the airfoil chord of 1.0).

The 17.67 percent chord Krueger flap (based on the NLF(1)-0414F chord of 1.0) was designed so that when retracted into the main element, 49.3 percent of the Krueger flap's upper surface would fare into the leading-edge lower surface of the NLF(1)-0414F. With a carefully designed sealed joint the flow should not be tripped turbulent.
The high lift performance for the two element system (main element and single-slotted Fowler flap) was analyzed using the potential flow multi-element analysis (MCARF ref. 13) code at $M = 0.15$, $\alpha = 7^\circ$, and $\delta_f = 29^\circ$, with an inviscid $C_l = 3.570$ and $C_{mC/4} = -0.6082$ (fig. 16). The flap has a $\text{gap/c} = 0.011$ and $\text{overlap/c} = 0.033$ (relative to the main axis system). The total pressure rises calculated on the main element and flap upper surface were 88.05 percent $q_{\text{max}}$ and 84.90 percent $q_{\text{max}}$, respectively. The Harris code was used to calculate the boundary-layer development on the MCARF inviscid pressure distributions at a chord Reynolds number of $3 \text{ million}$, with transition set slightly ahead of the $C_{\text{pmin}}$. The flow was calculated to stay attached to the trailing edge on the upper surface of the main element and separate at $x/c = 0.704$ on the lower surface (the beginning of the cove region). On the upper surface of the flap, 36.67 percent flap chord separation was calculated with a pressure rise of 66.53 percent $q_{\text{max}}$. 

**Figure 16**

**SINGLE-SLOTTED FOWLER FLAP PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION**
The high lift performance for the multi-element system [Krueger flap, main element (10° flipper flap deflection), and double-slotted Fowler flap] at $M = 0.15$, $\alpha = 21°$, $\delta_k = -55.4°$, $\delta_{VF} = 34.4°$, and $\delta_{RF} = 45.7°$, with an inviscid $C_l = 6.627$ and $C_{mC/4} = -0.4055$ is shown in figure 17. The Krueger flap has a gap/c = 0.10 and overlap/c = 0.005, the vane has a gap/c = 0.018 and overlap/c = 0.033, and the rear flap has a gap/c = 0.014 and overlap/c = 0.008 (relative to the main axis system). The total pressure rises calculated on the Krueger flap, main element, vane, and rear flap upper surface were 81.67 percent $q_{max}$, 82.44 percent $q_{max}$, 84.77 percent $q_{max}$, and 84.90 percent $q_{max}$, respectively. The Harris code was used to calculate the boundary-layer development on the MCARF inviscid pressure distributions at a chord Reynolds number of 3 million, with transition set slightly ahead of the $C_{p_{min}}$. On the Krueger flap upper surface, 11.61 percent flap chord separation was calculated with a pressure rise of 63.38 percent $q_{max}$. For the main element upper surface, 5.91 percent main chord separation was calculated with a pressure rise of 79.35 percent $q_{max}$. The flow was calculated to separate at $x/c = 0.708$ on the main element lower surface. On the upper surface of the vane, 28.98 percent vane chord separation was calculated with a pressure rise of 40.10 percent $q_{max}$. The flow on the lower surface of the vane was calculated to separate in the cove region at $x/c = 0.944$. For the rear flap upper surface, 34.64 percent flap chord separation was calculated with a pressure rise of 63.24 percent $q_{max}$.

**Figure 17**

**DOUBLE-SLOTTED FOWLER & KRUEGER FLAP PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION**
MAXIMUM LIFT POSSIBILITIES WITH NLF(1)-0414F MULTI-ELEMENT HIGH-LIFT SYSTEM

The NLF(1)-0414F airfoil can obtain a $C_{l_{\text{max}}}$ of 1.624 at a chord Reynolds number of 3 million. Estimations using inviscid pressure distributions at $R = 3 \times 10^6$ and finite-difference boundary layer calculations indicate very respectable maximum lift coefficients possible. For the cases analyzed, leading-edge negative pressure peaks were kept above $C_p$ sonic (velocity below sonic), with overall inviscid pressure rises of 80-85% $q_{\text{max}}$. An analysis was also made to check for a leading-edge type stall using Horton's method (ref. 14). The results of these calculations indicated that leading-edge laminar separation bubbles would be short in nature, and the boundary layer would reattach for all cases. The multi-element high-lift system configurations designed from the NLF airfoil contour are shown in figure 18 which compare their relative performance with the baseline airfoil. The $C_{\ell}$'s are calculated from inviscid pressure distributions that were iterated with an integral boundary layer. No account has been made for separation.

The large negative $C_p$ peaks and the corresponding steep adverse gradients caused during high angles of attack with large deflections bring about a separation problem. The flap placement, as well as the geometry, have distinct effects on the airfoil system as a whole. The effects help the turbulent boundary layer overcome a greater overall pressure rise than it would on a profile with the same outer contour without a slot. The flap must be placed such that the circulation of the main element reduces its leading-edge negative pressure peak at high angles of attack. Also, the flap's circulation should interact upon the main element to reduce the overall pressure rise by increasing the velocity field near the trailing edge. A leading-edge device will reduce the negative pressure peak on the leading-edge region of the following element, and hence the total pressure rise of that element overall.
HIGH LIFT SYSTEM FOR NLF1–0414F
(Chord Reynolds number of 3.0 million)

Figure 18
Figure 19 summarizes the results of the work on the 2-D profile of the NLF(1)-0414F. Extensive work was conducted to make a high chord Reynolds number airfoil with low profile drag, while still making it practical to use. The NLF(1)-0414F at $R = 10 \times 10^6$ achieved a minimum profile drag coefficient of 0.0027 at $C_L = 0.41$. There was only a penalty in profile drag when transition occurred near the leading edge. The NLF(1)-0414F achieved a very respectable $C_{l_{\max}}$ of 1.83. At worst, the NLF(1)-0414F is as good as a high Reynolds number turbulent flow airfoil except in the range of $C_L = 0.80-1.2$. The profile drags in this range are high because at these conditions the boundary layer can no longer make the turbulent pressure recovery. An experiment needs to be conducted on the high-lift system to verify the design and complete the basic work of making the NLF(1)-0414F a complete airfoil.

- Validated design theory for low-speed NLF(1)-0414F airfoil concept
- Achieved 70% chord NLF on both surfaces at design $M = 0.4$, $R_C = 10 \times 10^6$ in LTPT; total drag reduced 66% compared with turbulent airfoil
- Achieved wide low drag $C_l$ range ($C_l = 0$ to 0.81) at high $R_C$ with deflected 0.125C simple flap; $L/D = 245$ at $C_l = 0.81$
- Achieved $C_{l_{\max}}$ higher than expected; 1.83 with $\delta_f = 0^\circ$ and 2.7 with 0.20C split flap ($\delta_f = 60^\circ$). Achieved docile stall conditions
- Demonstrated that performance ($C_{l_{\max}}$ and pitch) essentially unchanged with fixed transition near leading edge with drag penalty compared to good turbulent airfoil
- Correlated linear boundary layer stability theory for design N-factor TS disturbances
- Multi-element high-lift system designed with a possibility of $C_{l_{\max}} > 6.0$ for the Krueger flap, main element, and double-slotted flap configuration

Figure 19
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR COMPRESSIBLE AIRFOIL DESIGN: HSNLF(1)-0213

The HSNLF(1)-0213 was an airfoil designed for $M_\infty = 0.70$, $C_L = 0.25$, and $R = 11 \times 10^6$ for application to a single-engine business jet with no sweep. The design considerations for a compressible airfoil design (fig. 20) are modified somewhat from that of the incompressible case. In compressible flow the laminar boundary layer is much more stable than in the incompressible case, so not as much acceleration is needed. Also as lift increases, overall acceleration increases instead of negative pressure peaks forming at the leading edge. This gives a wider low drag $C_L$ range. However, with this added acceleration, the recovery region becomes more of a problem when transition occurs far forward. Acceleration in the favorable gradients can quickly develop into shocks at higher than design $C_L$'s and Mach numbers.

COMPRESSIBLE AIRFOIL DESIGN (NO SWEEP)

- Laminar boundary layer more stable in compressible flow than in the incompressible case - not as much acceleration needed

- Acceleration is not lost on upper surfaces as lift increases

- Turbulent pressure recovery more critical because flow accelerates to higher velocities than in incompressible case

- Watch for shock development in the acceleration

Figure 20
HSNLF(1)-0213 DESIGN PROCESS

As seen in figure 21, the camber and thickness of NLF(1)-0414F cause too much acceleration on the upper surface. The design of the high-speed airfoil had to be conducted rather hastily, so the easiest way to take out camber was to unload the airfoil by a negative deflection of the cruise flap. The resultant pressure distribution is shown in figure 22 at $M_\infty = 0.70$ with the 12.5% chord simple flap deflected -5.24°. This de-cambering was successful in reducing the upper surface velocities and the extent of the supersonic region, but there still was a steep aft pressure recovery. At a chord Reynolds number of 11 million with fully turbulent flow, analysis with the Harris program predicted separation in the aft pressure recovery for all of a series of possible recoveries. The next step in the design process was to redesign the upper surface, moving the start of the pressure recovery to $x/c = 0.55$ and flattening the pressure recovery. In the process, the overall thickness of the airfoil was reduced from 14% chord to 13% chord. The resultant airfoil is shown by the dotted line in figure 22.

EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF NLF(1)-0414F

![Pressure Distribution Graph](image-url)
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
OF NLF(1)-0414F

Some of the problems of using a low speed airfoil at high speed Mach numbers are illustrated in figure 21. The pressure distributions of NLF(1)-0414F are shown at $M = 0.4$ and $M = 0.7$. The $M = 0.7$ case accelerates strongly to the 70% chord location and terminates in a shock with a very steep aft pressure recovery. The supersonic zone is shown by the dotted line on top of the profile geometry. Note the negligible change in lower surface pressure coefficients between the two Mach numbers.

Figure 22
COMBINATION DESIGN FOR HSNLF(1)-0213

Figure 23 represents the pressure distribution at $M = 0.70$, $C_\zeta = 0.25$, and $R = 11 \times 10^6$, for the final contour of HSNLF(1)-0213 compared to the NLF(1)-0414F airfoil with a -5.24° cruise flap deflection. The small leading-edge negative pressure peak was smoothed out from that shown in figure 22 in order to achieve the final contour of the HSNLF(1)-0213 airfoil.

$M = 0.70 \quad C_\zeta = 0.25 \quad R = 11 \times 10^6$

Initial
Final

Final airfoil defined with Viken designed upper surface and Campbell designed lower surface leading edge.
The results of the compressible Tollmien-Schlichting analysis (ref. 15) for the upper surface of the HSNLF(1)-0213 at $M = 0.7$, $C_L = 0.26$, and $R = 10 \times 10^6$ are shown in figure 24. For the range of frequencies analyzed, the disturbances do not even start to grow until $x/c = 0.37$, and the maximum logarithmic amplification back to the laminar separation point is $n = 1.69$. This growth in TS disturbances is very small compared to the value of approximately $n = 9$ needed for transition. Therefore, TS disturbances should not cause transition in the accelerated region. This airfoil was designed for unswept applications. With sweep, care must be taken that cross-flow disturbances do not cause transition in the strong accelerated regions of the airfoil.

Figure 24
The length of the structural wing box for most high-speed general-aviation and transport aircraft is nominally 50 percent of the local wing chord and is positioned with 20 percent of the chord forward of the wing box available for leading-edge devices and 30 percent aft available for trailing-edge devices. For the HSNLF(1)-0213, an additional 2 percent immediately aft of the wing box was allowed for structural interface with a flap actuation system resulting in a nested trailing-edge flap chord length of 28 percent of the total wing chord. After establishing the basic chord length of the flap, the design of the flap contour became a matter of determining the upper and lower surface cutoff points on the main element and then determining the coordinates of the flap forward of the cutoff points. The cutoff point on the lower surface was set at 74 percent chord on the main element which was as far aft as possible to insure a smooth pressure recovery through the slot region between the flap and main elements. The selection of the upper surface cutoff point was not as simple. It was desirable to move the cutoff point as far as possible to increase the effective chord with the flap extended which should produce greater maximum lift. The primary disadvantage to moving the cutoff point aft is that the maximum thickness and leading-edge camber of the flap must be reduced to obtain an acceptable structural thickness in the trailing edge of the main element. The reduction in thickness and camber will most likely result in a reduction in maximum obtainable lift. During this design study upper-surface cutoff points at 88, 92, 96, and 98 percent of the main element chord were analyzed to determine the maximum obtainable lift. The flap geometries corresponding to the four cutoff points are presented in figure 25.

Figure 25
COMPARISON OF GEOMETRIES AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR SINGLE-SLOTTED HSNLF(1)-0213 FLAP DESIGNS

The performance of each of the four flap designs with various cutoff locations on the main element was determined using the NASA Multi-Component Airfoil Analysis (MCARF) computer program. The flap designs were analyzed for flap deflections of 35 and 40 degrees with a 2-percent gap and 0-percent overlap between the flap and main elements. The Mach number was 0.1 and the Reynolds number was 4 million. For each case, a check for flap separation was also made by performing an ordinary turbulent boundary-layer analysis of the upper-surface flap pressure distribution. As shown in figure 26, the turbulent boundary-layer analysis of the flap pressure distributions of each flap design at 35 degrees deflection indicated that approximately 31, 21, and 17 percent of the upper surface of the flap was separated for the 88-, 96-, and 98-percent designs compared to 14 percent for the 92-percent design. The comparison of the geometries also shown in this figure shows that the 92-percent design is proportionally thicker aft of the maximum thickness point compared to the others which reduced the upper surface pressure recovery resulting in less separation and higher maximum lift.

\( \delta_t = 35^\circ, \; R = 4 \times 10^6 \)

Figure 26
A double-slotted trailing-edge flap was also designed for the HSNLF(1)-0213 airfoil to provide an additional increment of lift. The vane, which is the forward flap element, had to be concealed in the cove region, and the aft-flap element had the same design constraints as that for the single-slotted flap design. The vane-flap combination was designed so that the vane remained in a fixed position relative to the aft-flap when deflected. A simple fixed external-hinge mechanism was proposed as the flap actuation device. A comparison of the finalized single- and double-slotted flap geometries is presented in figure 27. The vane element has a chord of 8 percent and the aft-flap a chord of 20.5 percent of the wing chord. The upper surface cutoff point on the main element was moved from 92 to 87 percent for the double-slotted design to allow for the passage of the vane element through the cove opening for flap deflections greater than 20 degrees. For flap deflections greater than 25 degrees, the lower surface trailing-edge deflector can be deflected upward into the cove approximately 15 degrees to improve the acceleration of the flow through the slot. The primary advantage of the double-slotted design is that the second slot allows for additional energization of the flap boundary layer which will further delay separation and increase the maximum obtainable lift.
The effect of Reynolds number on the maximum lift performance of the double-slotted flap at 55 degrees of deflection and the single-slotted flap at 40 degrees of deflection is presented in figure 28. The maximum lift values shown are based on separation of the leading-edge laminar boundary layer on the main element and do not include corrections for the effect of trailing-edge separation on the flap elements. These data show the tremendous effect of Reynolds number on the maximum lift obtainable for both types of flaps, especially at Reynolds numbers below 4 million. This trend is typical for Natural Laminar-Flow (NLF) airfoils that have small leading-edge radii which produce highly favorable pressure gradients at low angles of attack for large runs of laminar flow on both surfaces. At higher angles of attack near stall these small leading-edge radii produce rather highly unfavorable pressure gradients that are very sensitive to separation. 

EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER

Figure 28
Figure 29 summarizes the work done on the 2-D airfoil design of the HSNLF(1)-0213. The airfoil was decambered by removing the aft loading; however, higher design Mach numbers are possible by increasing the aft loading and reducing the camber overall on the airfoil. This approach would also allow for flatter acceleration regions which are more stabilizing for cross-flow disturbances. Sweep could then be used to increase the design Mach number to a higher value also. There would be some degradation of high lift by decambering the airfoil overall, and this aspect would have to be considered in the final design.

SUMMARY

- Shock-free NLF airfoil designed for $M = 0.70$ and $C_l = 0.26$ for applications without sweep

- High-speed airfoil designed with favorable gradients back to 55% chord on upper surface and 65% chord on lower surface

- Linear stability analysis in the laminar boundary layer indicated that at the design point compressible Tollmien-Schlichting disturbances were not large enough to cause transition before laminar separation

- Upper surface turbulent pressure recovery optimized so that no separation occurred at design when transition occurred at the leading edge

- Single-slotted and double-slotted Fowler flap designs were optimized to get acceptable low-speed characteristics

Figure 29
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